N2, and N3, characterized by increasing arousal threshold and slowing
of the cortical EEG. REM sleep is characterized by a low-amplitude,
mixed-frequency EEG similar to that of NREM stage N1 sleep. The
EOG shows bursts of rapid eye movements similar to those seen during eyes-open wakefulness. EMG activity is absent in nearly all skeletal
muscles, reflecting the brainstem-mediated muscle atonia that is characteristic of REM sleep.

Sleep stage

Sleep Disorders

WAKE AND SLEEP ARE REGULATED BY BRAIN CIRCUITS
Two principal neural systems govern the expression of the sleep and
wakefulness. The ascending arousal system, illustrated in green in
Fig. 38-2, consists of clusters of nerve cells extending from the upper
pons to the hypothalamus and basal forebrain that activate the cerebral cortex, thalamus (which is necessary to relay sensory information
to the cortex), and other forebrain regions. The ascending arousal
neurons use monoamines (norepinephrine, dopamine, serotonin,
and histamine), glutamate, or acetylcholine as neurotransmitters to
activate their target neurons. Additional arousal-promoting neurons
in the hypothalamus use the peptide neurotransmitter orexin (also
known as hypocretin, shown in blue) to reinforce activity in the other
arousal cell groups.
Damage to the arousal system at the level of the rostral pons and
lower midbrain causes coma, indicating that the ascending arousal
influence from this level is critical in maintaining wakefulness.
Damage to the hypothalamic branch of the arousal system causes
profound sleepiness, but usually not coma. Specific loss of the orexin
neurons produces the sleep disorder narcolepsy (see below).
The arousal system is turned off during sleep by inhibitory inputs
from cell groups in the sleep-promoting system, shown in Fig. 38-2
in red. These neurons in the preoptic area, lateral hypothalamus, and
pons use γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) to inhibit the arousal system.
Many sleep-promoting neurons are themselves inhibited by inputs
from the arousal system. This mutual inhibition between the arousaland sleep-promoting systems forms a neural circuit akin to what electrical engineers call a “flip-flop switch.” A switch of this type tends to
promote rapid transitions between the on (wake) and off (sleep) states,
while avoiding intermediate states. The relatively rapid transitions
between waking and sleeping states, as seen in the EEG of humans and
animals, is consistent with this model.
Neurons in the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus, one of the key sleeppromoting sites, are lost during normal human aging, correlating with
reduced ability to maintain sleep (sleep fragmentation). The ventrolateral preoptic neurons are also
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injured in Alzheimer’s disease, which may in part
Awake
account for the poor sleep quality in those patients.
REM
Transitions between NREM and REM sleep appear
N1
to be governed by a similar switch in the brainstem.
N2
GABAergic REM-Off neurons have been identified
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in the lower midbrain that inhibit REM-On neurons
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in the upper pons. The REM-On group contains both
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GABAergic neurons that inhibit the REM-Off group
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(thus satisfying the conditions for a REM flip-flop
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switch) as well as glutamatergic neurons that projN2
ect widely in the central nervous system (CNS) to
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cause the key phenomena associated with REM sleep.
REM-On neurons that project to the medulla and
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spinal cord activate inhibitory (GABA and glycineClock time
containing) interneurons, which in turn hyperpolarFigure 38-1 Wake-sleep architecture. Alternating stages of wakefulness, the three
ize the motor neurons, producing the atonia of REM
stages of NREM sleep (N1–N3), and REM sleep (solid bars) occur over the course of the
sleep. REM-On neurons that project to the forebrain
night for representative young and older adult men. Characteristic features of sleep in
may be important in producing dreams.
older people include reduction of N3 slow-wave sleep, frequent spontaneous awakenThe REM sleep switch receives cholinergic input,
ings, early sleep onset, and early morning awakening. NREM, non–rapid eye movewhich favors transitions to REM sleep, and monoment; REM, rapid eye movement. (From the Division of Sleep and Circadian Disorders,
aminergic (norepinephrine and serotonin) input
Brigham and Women’s Hospital.)
that prevents REM sleep. As a result, drugs that
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CHAPTER 38

ORGANIZATION OF HUMAN SLEEP
Normal nocturnal sleep in adults displays a consistent organization from night to night (Fig. 38-1). After sleep onset, sleep usually
progresses through NREM stages N1–N3 sleep within 45–60 min.
NREM stage N3 sleep (also known as slow-wave sleep) predominates
in the first third of the night and comprises 15–25% of total nocturnal
sleep time in young adults. Sleep deprivation increases the rapidity
of sleep onset and both the intensity and amount of slow-wave sleep.
The first REM sleep episode usually occurs in the second hour of
sleep. NREM and REM sleep alternate through the night with an average period of 90–110 min (the “ultradian” sleep cycle). Overall, in a
healthy young adult, REM sleep constitutes 20–25% of total sleep, and
NREM stages N1 and N2 constitute 50–60%.
Age has a profound impact on sleep state organization (Fig. 38-1).
N3 sleep is most intense and prominent during childhood, decreasing
with puberty and across the second and third decades of life. N3 sleep
declines during adulthood to the point where it may be completely
absent in older adults. The remaining NREM sleep becomes more fragmented, with many more frequent awakenings from NREM sleep. It is
the increased frequency of awakenings, rather than a decreased ability
to fall back asleep, that accounts for the increased wakefulness during
the sleep episode in older people. While REM sleep may account for
50% of total sleep time in infancy, the percentage falls off sharply over
the first postnatal year as a mature REM-NREM cycle develops; thereafter, REM sleep occupies about 25% of total sleep time.
Sleep deprivation degrades cognitive performance, particularly
on tests that require continual vigilance. Paradoxically, older people
are less vulnerable to the neurobehavioral performance impairment
induced by acute sleep deprivation than young adults, maintaining
their reaction time and sustaining vigilance with fewer lapses of attention. However, it is more difficult for older adults to obtain recovery
sleep after staying awake all night, as the ability to sleep during the
daytime declines with age.
After sleep deprivation, NREM sleep is generally recovered first,
followed by REM sleep. However, because REM sleep tends to be most
prominent in the second half of the night, sleep truncation (e.g., by
an alarm clock) results in selective REM sleep deprivation. This may

increase REM sleep pressure to the point where the first REM sleep
may occur much earlier in the nightly sleep episode. Because several
disorders (see below) also cause sleep fragmentation, it is important
that the patient have sufficient sleep opportunity (at least 8 h per night)
for several nights prior to a diagnostic polysomnogram.
There is growing evidence that sleep deficiency in humans may
cause glucose intolerance and contribute to the development of diabetes, obesity, and the metabolic syndrome, as well as impaired immune
responses, accelerated atherosclerosis, and increased risk of cardiac
disease and stroke. For these reasons, the Institute of Medicine declared
sleep deficiency and sleep disorders “an unmet public health problem.”
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